


The FEI MANAGEMENT wishes you a happy and prosperous new year. It is a 
pleasure to share the launch of AMBITUS KINDER WORLD.

Another Feather in our cap,as our Academic Head Dr. Jayashree Nair receives this prestigious award for exemplary contribution 
in the field of education at the New Normal Education Leadership Summit and Awards on 8th Jan 2022.

For admissions, Contact : 

Holistic education aims to give attention to experiential learning, and places significance on "relationships and 
primary human values within the learning environment".

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

How does it feel to be the parent of the Star student ?

He has improved his reading and writing skills and I am happy 

to see his progress and he being the star student of the week.

What thoughts does he share about being at school ?

He is extremely happy to be at school. It is after a long time 
that the physical schooling has started and the children are 
much excited.

Share your opinion about the efforts put forth by the 
school.

The efforts taken by the school in enabling the children to 
take initiative on their own is good and we would like to see 
the same in future too.

Voice of a Teacher 

NO POLLUTION IS THE ONLY SOLUTION

Pollution has become very common 

yet serious issue in today's world.It 

has been there for a long time even 

before human evolution for example 

volcanic eruptions and wildfire which 

lead to various photochemical 

reactions in the atmosphere the 

current concern is that it is rising day by day due to various 

resources of pollutants and one of the pollutants is human 

and human created machines it is to say that pollution is 

damaging the mother earth severely and we humans should 

play our part to prevent it from happening.  

National pollution control day is observed in India every year 

on 2nd December to raise awareness about the problems of 

increasing pollution it is celebrated to commemorate 

thousands of people who lost their lives in the Bhopal gas 

tragedy in 1984. The day marked as national pollution control 

day to raise awareness about air, water,soil and noise 

pollution and educating people on how to control and manage 

industrial disasters.we the citizens of our country need to take 

the pledge to save our environment from getting poisoned 

w i t h  po l l u t i on  by  t a k i ng  t hese  e x t r a  s t eps

Insert your waste in dustbin Reduce the number of trips you 

take in your car. Reduce or eliminate fireplace and wood stove 

use Avoid burning leaves trash and other materials. Avoid 

using gas powered lawn and garden equipments. let us create 

more awareness on national pollution control day we should 

use only what we can reduce reuse and recycle save earth by 

protecting it from pollution

Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE SCHOOL HEAD

“Humanity is going to need a substantially new way of thinking if it is to survive.

” Albert Einstein

With the rising game of internet, children are getting exposed to both sides of the 

world from an early age. They are unshielded from the glamour and also trolls the 

social media brings with it. They understand the love and question the hatred that is 

spreading throughout the world.

“I think that a child's mind is like a blank book. During the first years of his life, 
much will be written on the pages. The quality of the writing will affect his life profoundly.” – Walt Disney

Mercurians develop the feeling of being humane towards others which is the greatest value. They always have a 
perspective of always looking for the good in people though there are two sides like a coin.

Ms. P. HIMAJYOTHSNA, 

Principal - TCPS (Mercury)

Ms. P. Rojarani, 

English Mentor

Ms. Swapna Thallapureddy,
Parent of Mast. Rishith Reddy – II-A 1



Voice of a Student

 AN UNDERVALUED QUALITY
Humanity comes from the most selfless act, and the compassion one has.'Don't wait for leaders, do it alone 

person to person' was the quote given by the great humanitarian Mother Teresa on humanity. She always 

conveys to not wait for the resources, but act upon opportunity by quoting that 'If you can't feed a hundred 

people, then feed just one.' The great Indian poet, Rabindranath Tagore, expressed his strong beliefs on 

humanity and religion in his Gitanjali. He believed that to have contact with the divine one has to worship 

humanity. Humanity was his soul religion. Their ways of life have taught us and will be teaching the future 

generation what it means to be a human—the act of giving back and coming to aid the ones in need. Humanity 

comes from the most selfless act, and the compassion one has.

Events & Happenings

Christmas Spree Comprehending the Clock Crafty Hands

Exploring the Galaxy

Creative Angle Our Dream House Exploring Area of Triangles

Indian Navy Day

Festive Spirit Handspan Cubit Learning

International Human Solidarity Day Learning By Doing

Kum. P. Jyothi Sri Chandana 

X-A2



Events & Happenings

Learning Exhibit of Animal Husbandry Mock Parliament National Mathematics Day

Stay Fit & Healty Population Pyramid Unity in Diversity

Depicting Seasons & Weather Wheel of Week DaysUnity is Strength

Mast. K. Varshith,  
VIII-A2

Mast. Zakka Likhith,  
VIII-A1 

Mast. B.Sai Kruthik,  
VI-A1

Kum. Adepu Lakshmi Sarayu,  
VIII-A1

Creative Corner



In Focus

PATHWAY TO SUCCESS

In today's competitive world, students need to appear for 

multiple entrance exams to build up their future career and 

here comes the teacher who plays a vital role in helping the 

students achieve their goals smoothly and gain success. 

They enable the child to understand that it is very important for them to put every step in the right direction 

without losing their focus. Our experienced Math faculty Ms. Nagasita at Mercury Campus training the 

children for the National Talent Search Examination and ensure that children reaches greater heights. 

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Electronic purse 

with paired watch 

to avoid theft

Idea Bank

Basketball 
Competition

Chess 
Competition

Logo Design 
Competition

Speech On 
Unity In Diversity

Kum. R. Renuka 

IX-B

Mast. P. Sri Aditya

IX-B

Mast. Parthiv Panda 

X-A3

Kum. P Jyothi Sri Chandana 

X-A2

Unlocking the Potential for Growth

If you are searching for 

an item anywhere in 

the world with using 

my app the higher 

amount you bid in to 

the item the higher 

it will be represented on 

the app

Solar powered backpack 

that comes with a built-in 

assistant. It can also 

charge your devices 

on the go

Solar powered backpack 

that comes with a 

built-in assistant. 

It can also 

charge your devices 

on the go

Sensor for identifying the 

presence of human in a 

room based on the heat 

emitted by our body so if 

there an absence of human 

in the room the lights can be 

switched off saving electricity



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

Share your opinion about the efforts put forth 

by the school

Rohan was afraid of the Hindi language last 

year. We thought Rohan would never be able 

to learn Hindi, but Beena Ma'am made it easy 

for him by employing student-centered 

teaching methods. He began to like the 

class. I'd like to thank Beena Ma'am for 

everything she's done for my child.

Voice of a Teacher 

dŸ+kÍØsÁ+
uó„>·e+ÔáT&ƒT dŸ�w¾¼+ºq ‡ Je¿Ã{ìýË eÖqe Èqˆ m+ÔÃ 
eT™VAq•ÔáyîT®q~. ný²+{ì ÈqˆqT kÍsÁœ¿£Ôá #ûdŸT¿Ãy�\+fñ C²ãq+ 
¿±y�*. n{²¢+{ì C²ãq+ dŸ+bÍ~+#�\+fñ $<Š« ¿±y�*. € $<Š« 
dŸ+kÍØsÁeTTÔÃ Å£L&�q<îÕ –+&†*. »dŸ+jáTT¿£ ¿£sÁ' dŸ+kÍØsÁ'µ 
#á<ŠTeÚÔÃ bÍ³T>± dŸ+kÍØsÁ+ nu²Ò*. ný²+{ì dŸ+kÍØsÁ+eTT+<ŠT 
m{²¢+{ìy�ÂsÕH� Ôá\e+#�*à+<û. dŸ+kÍØsÁ+ nHû~ m¿£Ø&† 
<=sÁ¿£<ŠT. n~ |ŸÚ³T¼¿£ÔÃqÖ s�<ŠT. n~ u²\«+qT+&û m+ÔÃ zsÁTÎ, 
HûsÁTÎÔÃ n\esÁTÌ¿Ãy�*. »nuó²«dŸ+ Å£LdŸT $<Š«µ nuó„«d¾Hûï@<îÕH� 
dŸT\uó„ÔásÁeTeÚÔáT+~. ç|ŸdŸTïÔá dŸeÖÈ+ýË ‚~ m+ÔÃ nedŸsÁ+. 
dŸ+kÍØsÁeTTqT Ôá*¢<Š+ç&ƒT\T, >·TsÁTeÚ\T, �d•V¾²ÔáT\ e<ŠÝ 
HûsÁTÌ¿Ãy�*. ný²+{ì y�Ô�esÁD²“• ¿£*Î+#�*. eT“w¾¿ì #á<ŠTeÚÔÃ 
bÍ³T, dŸ+kÍØsÁ dŸ+|Ÿ<Š eÖçÔáyûT –q•ÔáyîT®q uó„$Ôáy�«“• 
dŸ+bÍ~dŸTï+~. dŸ+kÍØsÁ+ dŸ<ŠZÜ¿ì, |ŸÚsÃ>·Ü¿ì dŸ+‹+~ó+ºq~. 
dŸ+kÍØsÁ+ýñ“ #á<ŠTeÚ y�dŸqýñ“ yîÖ<ŠT>· |ŸeÚÇý²+{ì~. ¿£qT¿£ 
u²\«+ qT+&� ç¿£eT¥¿£ŒDqT n\y�³T #ûjáÖ*. dŸeTjáÖ“¿ì 
“ ç< Šý ñe³+,  Ô áeT  | ŸqT\T Ô�eTT  # ûd Ÿ T¿ Ãe³+,  
™|<ŠÝy�]“>šsÁ$+#á&ƒ+, ‚ÔásÁT\Å£” dŸVŸäjáT, dŸVŸ²¿±s�\T 
n+~+#á³+, ‡sÁü « , ndŸÖjáT\Å£” <ŠÖsÁ+>± –+#á³+ ‚eú• 
€#á]dŸÖï, y�]#û €#á]+|Ÿ#ûjáT³+ eTq ¿£sÁïe«+.

Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE SCHOOL HEAD

Humanity is the nature of human beings; it is not about demonstrating 

compassion and empathy for one another in times of need, but about 

holding love in high respect and treating one another with kindness in all 

aspects of life. Humanity is a term that encompasses more than simply 

human compassion and civilisation; it also encompasses the frontiers 

of human nature and his inventions. Its all about putting hearts 

and minds together in all of humanity & endeavours. 

It all starts at home, as the old adage goes. It pervades the roads we travel, the places we live, and 

the people we meet. Humanity costs nothing than understanding other humans in a HUMANE way.

Mr. B. Srikar, 

Principal - TCPS (Neptune)

Ms. Sangeetha. K

Telugu Mentor

Mrs & Mr. Sunil Kumar & Jyotsna Rani
Parents of Mast. Rohan Vennam -  II-A1



Voice of a Student

ÔûHî{¡>·\T m>·TsÁTÔáTq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, #î³T¢ º>·TsÁT¢ º>·T]+ºq|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, 
|ŸÚeÚÇ\T u²>± $¿£d¾+ºq|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, edŸ+Ôá ‹TTÔáTeÚ 
yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. yû&�>±* ç|Ÿyû¥+ºq|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, eÖ$T&� |Ÿ+&ƒT¢ 
|Ÿ+&�q|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, m+&ƒ\T u²>± ¿±d¾q|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, ç^wŸˆ ‹TTÔáTeÚ 
yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. es�ü\T u²>± Å£”]d¾q|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, |¾\¢\T ¿±ÐÔá|ŸÚ 
|Ÿ&ƒe\ÔÃ €&�q|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, |Ÿ+³ yîTT¿£Ø\T m<ŠT>·TÔáTq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, esÁü 
‹TTÔáTeÚ yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. |Ÿ+&ƒT yîHî•\ ¿±dŸTïq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, #á¿ÃsÁ 
|ŸÅ£Œ”\T yîHî•\qT €kÍÇ~dŸTïq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, n+<Š] eTqdŸTà\qT 
€VŸä¢<Š|ŸsÁTdŸTïq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, XøsÁ<Š�ÔáTeÚ yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. y�Ô�esÁD+ 

Events & Happenings

#á\¢>± –q•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, eT+#áT Å£”sÁTdŸTïq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, 
eT+#áT #î³¢qT ¿£|¾Îq|ŸÚÎ&ƒT �V²eT+Ôá ‹TTÔáTeÚ 
yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. 

$<‘«sÁTœ\T |ŸÚdŸï¿±\T |Ÿ³T¼Å£”q•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, dŸsÁdŸÇr 
<û$“ €s�~ódŸTïq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, edŸ+Ôá |Ÿ+#á$T 
ÈsÁT|ŸÚÅ£”+³Tq•|ŸÚÎ&ƒT, ¥¥sÁ ‹TTÔáTeÚ 
yîTT<Š\sTT«+~. n“• ‹TTÔáTeÚ\T ¿£*d¾ –+fñHû, 
eÖqeÚ“ eTqT>·&ƒ kÍ<óŠ«+. _óq•ÔáÇ+ýË 
@¿£ÔáÇyûT, eTq+ J$+#á&†“¿ì ¿±sÁD+. 
‹TTÔáTeÚ\qT €<ŠsÁôeTT>± rdŸT¿=“, 
eTqeT+<ŠsÁ+ ¿£*d¾ yîT*d¾ J$<‘Ý+.

Let’s Avoid Plastic Dipicting Seasons Money Wallet

Gift Making Activity

Exploring Electric Switch Types of Bridges Demonstrating Types of Angles

Depicting Model of House

Hands on Activity - Magnets Learning of Metals 
& Non Metals

Human Solidarity Day

Activity on Measurements

Kum. Sarayu Nakshatra D 

VII A

_óq•ÔáÇ+ýË @¿£ÔáÇ+



Events & Happenings

Calendar Making Activity Nature Beauty Gaze Practicing Martial Arts

Christmas Celebrations

Roleplay on Rotation & 
Revolution of Earth

National Solidarity Day Comprehending Clock

Assembly TalkIndian Navy Day

Creative Corner

Mast. R. Sai Saharshreddy  
III-B

Kum. Lipika. K
2A1

Mast. Koushik Sriram. T  
I-A2

Mast. S. Chinmai Chakrith  
IV-A2



In Focus

A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES BEGINS 

WITH A SINGLE STEP

The students of grade VII-IX were taken to an educational field

trip to the BDL Defense Products Exhibition on December 15, 

2021.The exhibits of Anti-Tank Guided Missiles, Surface-to-Air 

Missiles, Air-to-Air Missiles, Missile Launchers, Underwater 

Weapons, and Countermeasures fascinated the students. 

The exhibit has given the students of grade VII to IX thoughts 

about the sense of patriotism that existed throughout World War.

Many of the kids were astounded to see the diverse range of defence products on display, which 

represented five decades of history, present, and future.

I have an Idea, by using 

smart belt which can scan 

and test the stomach 

functioning and show the 

necessary food requirement 

on the screen  

Left over food from 

Parties /functions can 

be donated to nearby 

orphanages or 

old age homes.

Construction of Water 

harvesting pits in 

every home will help 

in increasing the 

ground level water.

An automatic pen which 

changes the color of 

the ink using voice 

based technology and 

enables the users to 

write in different colors

Visit to BDL Kanchanbagh

Kum. J. Sahasra Sanvi 

VI-A

Mast. Imaduddin 

VIII-A

Mast. P Karthik 

IX-A

Kum. D. Sarayu 

VIII-A

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Hurdle Race
Competition

Relay Race
Competition

Chess 
Competition

Hurdle Race
Competition

Idea BankIdea Bank



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

In the previous few months, have you noticed any 

changes in the child?
 
The child's confidence, speaking skills, and 

conceptual  understanding al l  improved 

significantly. Vachana Shree takes part in all of the 

school's cultural, athletic, and academic events.

What are your thoughts on your child's 

achievement? 

We are quite proud of our child's accomplishment. 

We saw that the school provides a variety of 

possibilities for all students in the form of special 

a s s e m b l i e s ,  c o m p e t i t i o n s ,  a n d  c l a s s  

performances, all of which help the students build 

skills and confidence.

Voice of a Teacher 

BE A FRIEND TO YOUR CHILD

Every parent should provide his or her child 

the freedom to express himself or herself and 

be receptive to them. The present age is more 

sensitive and emotionally susceptible than 

previous generations, and it is our obligation 

to help them grow emotionally strong. 

We need to pay much more attention to our 

children and spend more quality time with 

them. We need to offer a safe space for kids 

to express their feelings, thoughts, and 

emotions. It boosts children's self-esteem 

and helps them achieve greater results in 

numerous areas of their lives. It's important to 

strike a balance between being nice with the 

child and establishing boundaries and 

disciplining tactics.

Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE SCHOOL HEAD

Humanity is at the heart of what it is to be human. Though the concept 

appears to be easy and widely used, it is difficult to decipher and 

explain the essential meaning of Humanity to both children and adults. 

We live in a time and place when Humans are forced to live in a self-

centered manner. It's possible that it's due to shifting environmental, 

social, economic, and health factors. As an educator, I believe we should 

not take it for granted and continue to blame the circumstances. 

The school, in collaboration with parents, should continue to teach in the future generation the value of 

being "Human." We practise and foster empathy, and our team's great behaviour is made evident for 

our children to learn from. We also visit the less fortunate, assisting children in developing and 

experiencing humanity as well as learning to be grateful for what they have.

Ms. K Shireesha, 

Principal - TCPS (Orbit)

Ms. V. Prasuna Kumari

Maths Mentor
Mrs & Mr. Dayanand

Parents of Kum. Vachanashree Swami, I-A2.



Voice of a Student 

A VISIT TO THE THEME PARK

Our school organised a field trip to a rain 

water harvesting theme park as part of its 

l e a r n i n g  b e y o n d  t h e  c l a s s r o o m  

programme. Everyone was pumped up. We 

saw a variety of therapeutic plants as well as 

various rainwater gathering technologies. 

Events & Happenings

We learned about the typical daily water 

usage of an individual. It was entertaining 

to watch the video in which Chota Bheem 

described how water from rivers reaches 

our homes. We gained a better knowledge 

of the importance of water conservation as 

a result of our trip.

Carol Singing Jingle Bells Party Time

Printing Hands Say No to Plastic Secret Santa

Human Solidarity Day Field Trip
Water Harvesting Theme park Feedback Time

National Mathematics Day Sorting Colours Hands on Activity - Measurement

Kum. T. Praharshitha 

VI-A



Events & Happenings

Shoot the Ball Roleplay on Being a Doctor Speaking Activity

Exploring Properties of Air Hands on Activity - Tangrams Visualizing 3D Shapes

Visit to Akash Missile 
on Launcher

Crafty CreativityExhibiting Greeting Cards

Creative Corner

Mast. S. Shourya Deep Reddy 
VI-A1

Mast. D. Tharun
V-A1

Kum. G. Swathi  
II-A1

Mast. K. Yagnitha Reddy
VII-A1



In Focus

“A PROUD MOMENT ”

The Aeroskato ball association of Telangana affiliated 

to Aeroskato ball federation of India conducted the open 

stateAeroskato ball championship 2021on 19th December 

in which our students Suhani Dubey from grade VIII & 

Jeshalle Chittiprolu from grade VII secured second place. 

The winners were presented with trophies and 

certificates by the chief guest, Mr Rami Reddy, Secretary of

 the Indian School Games Federation.

Runner up of State Aero 
Skato Ball Championship

Set up a food bank 

 Mothers often pack extra food 

to school which goes waste, 

in order to avoid it, set up a food 

bank to collect excess food and 

donate to the needy.

Idea Bank

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Mast. V. Rishi Nanda Kumar

III-A1

Keep your food warm

The food which is packed in the 

morning gets cold and 

non-palatable, we can set 

heaters to our lunch bags 

to keep the food warm

Mast. Anuj Kumar Mathur

VIII-A1

Kum. G Kavinaya Shri 

VII-A1

Kum. Swarali  Rindhe

IV-A1

Attractive water bottles

children should be made to 

decorate their own water bottles 

with colourful stickers and pictures 

of their favourite cartoon characters, 

as young children love to showcase 

their work, they end up 

drinking water many times in a day.

Earn points by drinking water:  

Children can be encouraged to 

drink enough water by 

awarding points each time 

they drink a glass of water. 

Maximum points they can earn in 

a day would be 10. The class which 

earns maximum points in a 

month would be entitled for a class picnic.

Hurdle Race
Competition

Basketball 
Competition

Tennikoit
Competition

Talk show 
The Indian Culture



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

What are your thoughts on our Star Student program?

My family is ecstatic since our child has been named a 

"Star Student." I appreciate the principal, instructors, 

and the administration's efforts to help the students 

reach their full potential.
 
How has Nithya’s Journey being so far ?

I want my child to participate in more extracurricular 

activities that will help her enhance her debate, current 

events, and future technology abilities. My child's 

performance has greatly improved since joining 

TCPS. I'm hoping that my child's progress continues 

and that she develops into a socially conscious and 

responsible citizen. 

I constantly encourage the child and the school to 

participate in activities that will benefit their overall 

Voice of a Teacher 

शिष्टाचार

शब्द शिष्ट और 

आचार दो शब्दों से मिलकर 

बना है I शिष्टाचार शब्द बहुत 

ही कर्णप्रिय और मन को 

प्रफुल्लित करनेवाला है I 

विद्यालय में शिष्टाचार को 

देखकर शिक्षकों के मन में आनंद की ज्योति जल 

उठती है , ह्रदय में स्नेह के फ़ूल खिल उठते हैं , रस 

के सागर उमड़ने लगते हैं I शिष्टाचार शब्द एक  

आदर्शवादी  व्यवस्था को जन्म दे सकती है, परन्तु 

प्रकृति के त्रिगुणात्मक स्वरुप को स्पंदित नहीं कर 

सकती I शिष्टाचार से आपसी संबंध को मधुर बनाया 

जा सकता है  शिष्टाचार की लड़ियाँ मन की कड़ियों 

को जोड़ देती है और परिणामतः जीवन में  फुलझड़ियाँ 

निकलने लगती है I

किन्तु शिष्टाचार  शब्द की ध्वनि एक बहुत बड़े 

प्रश्न चिन्ह लेकर उठ खड़ी होती है I अगर कोई 

व्यक्ति अपना पूरा जीवन शिष्टाचार के अनुरूप गुजार 

देता है तो क्या वह वैज्ञानिक हो सकता है ? क्या वह 

दार्शनिक हो सकता है ? क्या वह राजनीतिज्ञ हो 

सकता है ? क्या वह महान हो सकता है ? शिष्टाचार 

अपने परिधि के अंदर ही सुशोभित होता है I

Messages:

FROM THE  OF THE SCHOOL HEAD

Values are mostly learned from our surroundings. Human values are attributes 

that guide us toward respect, acceptance, attention, admiration, listening, 

openness, affection, empathy, and love for other people. 

It encompasses feelings and emotions that only humans can sense and 

comprehend. It's possible that animals are aware of it. However, they are unable 

to comprehend and name it, whereas humans have had the pleasure of 

comprehending and naming it as a value. 

With those human values, one can truly put one's ethical ideals, such as justice, integrity, and the refusal of violence and 

prohibition of killing, into practise - even in a crisis. Moral standards are reinforced by a positive and emotive wave 

conveyed by human values. They are the principles that enable us to live in peace with one another and to contribute to 

peace on a personal level. This is what we call humanity.

Mr. Soumitra Singh Thakur

Principal - TCPS (Venus)

Dr. Rajiv Nayan
Hindi Mentor

Mr. Gullapalli Rajesh Kumar,
Parent of Kum. Nithya – VIII-A2

in conversation with Principal Sir.



Voice of a Student

OUR FUTURE IS IN OUR OWN HANDS

In commemoration of one of the deadliest disasters, the Bhopal Gas Tragedy, we 

celebrated 'National Pollution Control Day.' Do we comprehend that pollution levels are 

so high that only a small percentage of the population has access to clean air, and many 

people die as a result of it? 

Even if we knew, what would we do? The transition to non-polluting substances may take 

some time, but there is plenty that can be done to mitigate the impacts. "The activist isn't 

who says the river is dirty but who cleans up the river.-Ross Perot. We are in charge of our 

own destiny and building the future 

Events & Happenings

Science Activity - Constellation Observation - Image formed by 
Convex & Concave Lens

Phenomena of Dispersion of Light

Rain water Harvesting Model Life in Amazon Basin PP - Assembly on Food

Skit on Anti-Corruption Day PP1-Red Day Celebrations Potter's Garage

The Space Race Talk Show on Pollution Toy Mela (EBSB Activity )

Mast. B. Sushanth

VIII A2



Events & Happenings

“Khelo” – Khusti “Khelo” – Tug of War “Khelo” –Traditional Games

Mock Parliament Skit on World Pollution 
Prevention Day

Talk Show on World Pollution Day

Story Telling
Elephant and Friends Christmas CelebrationsRoleplay on National Energy Day

Creative Corner

Mast.K. Nishanth Varma
VII-A5

Kum. J. Sri Hasini  
IX-A1

Mast.Sidhi Simhadri
VII-A4

Mast. S. Sai surya Tej
VIII-A2



In Focus

“TIMES EDUCATION EXCELLENCE AWARDS”

School systems need to ensure that their curricula are relevant and 

contain enough flexibility to accommodate different learners and different 

social and economic needs. They need to ensure that school buildings 

are in good condition. All these things are essential and ultimately 

impact academic performance. However, none is nearly as crucial as the 

quality of teaching. Pedagogy and the quality of teaching go hand in hand. 

The quality of teaching depends on different theories, techniques and methods implemented by schools. A great 

scholar Simon described pedagogy as the ‘science of teaching’. The concept of teaching as science has strong roots 

in this tradition. The school supports teachers in improving and updating new educational policies with yearly 

Professional development sessions and Professional development qualifications under encouraging and well-

qualified school heads. Times Education Excellence awards on best pedagogy witness the innovative techniques 

used in school to teach the student in all dimensions.

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Excellence Award for Best Pedagogy

Idea Bank

Giving an opportunity to 

any selected student 

from the class to explain 

a new subject-related 

topic weekly

Hiring a group of developers 

and making a version of online 

classes to track children's 

how long they are attending 

the classes and how long they 

are in the background apps.

Having a 

Debate Podium 

to talk aboutHaving a vending 

machine in the 

school for stationery 

items.

Mast. S. Surya 

VIII-A1

Mast. D. Ananth Nag

IV-A9

Mast. Y. Vishal

VI-A6

Kum. H. Hansini

VI-A8

Basketball 
Competition

Chess 
Competition

Skating 
Competition

Speech Competition on 
Unity in Diversity



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent
I

 As a parent, how do you feel about Anjali's achievement? 

As a parent, I am both relaxed and proud as I watch my 

daughter put up her best effort to do the schoolwork assigned 

to her. The teacher's ongoing support is the constant key for 

this technique.

 What is the role of school in achieving it? 

The school has a highly positive attitude toward education 

and the tasks assigned to the students. The projects they are 

given encourage students to think outside of the box, which is 

greatly appreciated. Every two weeks, they are given the 

opportunity to participate in the star kid project, which 

encourages them to fulfil their goals.

 Does the school give equal importance to extracurricular 

activities as much as academics? 

Yes, each activity is given equal weight. This school provided 

my daughter with karate, skating, and dancing lessons, which 

she greatly loved.

Voice of a Teacher 

ENCOURAGING UNIQUENESS

‘Every student can learn, just not on the same day, or 

the same way.' –George Evans

There has recently been a lot of scientific proof 

that no one is born with a genius ability. 

It all stems from the proper method of instruction. 

Whether it's a new approach for operating a 

machine or a new concept to use in mathematics, 

the human mind processes and learns in the 

same way. The key to a healthy learning process 

is practising the proper way, in the right 

atmosphere, and encouraging children to ask 

questions, which every parent should understand 

and execute. 

Breaking down complex difficulties into smaller 

chunks and practising them builds a bridge to 

more difficult topics. Apart from the setting, it is 

also crucial for young learners to keep the 

learning span entertaining and brief because 

youngsters have short attention spans and are 

easily distracted.

Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE SCHOOL HEAD

'Education, to be complete must be humane'. Undoubtedly, how true this line is! 

Education does have the ability to shape the soul and build a human being. Good 

character and humanity are inextricably linked, and education centres around both.

We teach our kids that "being compassionate is the need of the hour." In today's world, 

humanity can accomplish its goals in a variety of ways. Small acts of love and 

kindness, which should be nourished in our own homes, are the foundation of humanity. 

They were moved by the words we used during  "Care and Share" week celebration. 

The students donated old toys and clothes to the less fortunate.

The youngsters were taught that small acts of kindness, which they imbibe and apply, are education in and of themselves, 

and that this will help them grow into compassionate people. Finally, they were taught that when it comes to growing up, 

discipline is the most important of all. Humans have the ability to go above and beyond our capacities in order to achieve all 

in life that other creatures cannot. As a result, make clear goals and a clear path.

Ms. B.Preethi Reddy

Principal - TCPS (Sr. Seeds)

Ms. Prathibha Bharathi. C

EVS Mentor

Ms. Manju Padmanabhan,
Parent of Kum. Anjali Jayesh - V-A1



Events & Happenings

Creative Exhibit Indian Navy Day Party Time

I Can Differentiate Now Hands on Learning Learning Man by Playing Ludo

Fun with Maths I do I Learn Pottery Enhancing Diverse Lifeskills

Act of Humanity Exploring Traditional Games Slogan Writing - Unity in Diversity

Voice of a Student

Our Humanity Comes to Its Fullest Bloom In Giving
When it comes to mankind, there are many different ways to look at it. But Humanity is – to me – the 

value of kindness and sympathy for other people. Using Mother Teresa as an example of a 

humanitarian, we can observe how she devoted her entire life to assisting the destitute and needy 

of a country with which she had only a passing acquaintance.

She saw the people she served as human beings who were also members of her fraternity. We 

celebrated "Share and Care" week at our school, and gave our unused toys and clothes to the poor 

and needy, inspired by Mother Teresa. We pledged ourselves that we would continue to perform 

these acts as part of our usual school routine since we believe that "Our Humanity blooms to its 

fullest potential."

Kum. B. Sahasra Reddy

VI-A1



Events & Happenings

Assembly Acts Speaking Activity I am a community helper
Brave and True

Indulging in the Ocean 
of Imaginations

National Energy Conservation Day Learning Beyond Classroom

Comprehending Volcanoes Mock ParliamentExperimental Learning

Creative Corner

Mast. Rishith
PP2

Kum. Aavya 
PP2

Mast. Jagath Anvesh 
IV

Kum. Tiara Ghosh
PP2



HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

If we add a miniature oxygen concentrator 

below the oxygen cylinder, we can then add a 

tube that connects the oxygen concentrator 

and the oxygen cylinder. Then we add a sensor 

that beeps when the oxygen cylinder has 

half oxygen and when it has full oxygen. 

If it has half, we have a button in the 

suit that can start the concentrator. 

That re-fills the cylinder. 

Idea Bank

Even if it's black and white, a glass that 

allows the blind to see again. When 

blind persons wear these glasses, 

they will be able to see everything 

that is visible via the glasses. 

A battery will also be included. 

It will also aid colour blind 

folks in seeing colours.

If you're in a forest or a distant location and 

your phone's battery is running low, you may 

charge it with a lemon. All you'll need is a 

lemon and a charger to get started. 

Cut the lemon in half and insert the charger 

into one of the halves. Lemon juice works 

as an electrolytic solution, causing this to 

happen. If you're going hiking, 

lemons should be on your list.

The translation device can convert one 

language to another in a matter of seconds. 

It can be utilised by tourists who are 

visiting a nation whose language they do 

not understand. This device makes it 

simple for two people to communicate.

In Focus

“School Innovative Challenge 2021-2022”

Our students in Grades 6 and 7 participated in the

"Telangana School Innovation Challenge 2021" and 

successfully completed their online course on

"Managing Design Thinking for Innovation." Learners 

worked in groups led by the Group leaders Nityusha/ 

Sachika/ Juhi Sahasra of Grade VII. They have 

successfully submitted their idea and were awarded 

certificates under the guidance of Ms. Sujatha.

Design Thinking for Innovation

Mast. Divyanshu Patra

V-A2

Kum. Adya Pillai

V-A2

Mast. Akshat Jha

V-A2

Mast. Rishikesh 

V-A2 

Tennikoit

Competition
Table Tennis 

Competition

Talkshow 

Indian Culture

Logo Design

Competition



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

 Are you happy with the quality of education your 

child receives at school? 

Yes, I am extremely happy. My ward has made 

tremendous progress in all academic areas. She is 

able to answer the questions from the lessons, do the 

homework independently and explain what she has 

learned.

What teaching methods used at the school do you 

find most effective?

I find the classrooms very interactive and student-

centric. The usage of various online tools as well as 

hands-on activities to explain a topic is quite 

commendable. I deeply appreciate the commitment 

and patience of all the teachers.

Voice of a Teacher 

Childhood is a treasure trove of wonderful 

recollections and life's most memorable days.

It's a lovely feeling for parents to see their children 

enjoying and appreciating the little things in life. 

There are many happy times mixed in with some 

difficulties. Maintain a line of communication with 

your child.Talk with your child and pay attention to 

what he or she has to say. Encourage children to 

inquire about things.

You'll have a better chance of succeeding as a parent 

and understanding your child's emotional wellbeing if 

you spend quality time and interact with them.

Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE CENTER HEAD

Do not be afraid of growing slowly; be afraid only of standing still.

I feel honored to be part of an educational institution where everyone is a learner and 

every day is an opportunity to learn, discover, and progress. While COVID ravaged the 

world, it also highlighted the need for hope, compassion, courage, humanity, and 

resilience like never before. 

Let's instill these values of humanity and respect and make the world a better place to 

live. Seeing the cheerful faces of our seedlings every day at school is so energizing. Besides all of the impressive academic work 

happening inside the classroom, the month of December has seen children participate actively in Christmas celebrations and in special 

assemblies where they spoke about energy conservation and National Navy Day. Seedlings , you rock!

Ms. Vani Lanka, 

Center Head - SPS (Mars)

Ms. G. Sirisha, 

English Mentor

Mr. Raghavendra Kalyan Sunkara,
Parent of Mast. Leekshana Sunkara

in conversation with Center Head. 

MAKE A MEMORY BANK



Voice of a Student

Tick  Tock

Tick tock ! Tick tock !  Tick tock!

 I am a clock 

Round in Shape, sometimes square in shape too .

 The clock has two hands .

 The hands on the clock go   Round and round to tell us the time.

The short hand on the clock  to tell us the hours , the long hand on the clock  -to tell us the minutes.

 I never stop ,day or night.

 Tick tock! Tick tock! Tick tock!. 

I am a clock. I am used everywhere.

Events & Happenings

A Tribute to Indian Navy Explaining means of Transportation Exploring Seasons

Comprehending the Use of Post Box It's that time of the year!! Time to Meditate

Shop and Learn - Money Science Experiments are Fun I am a Story Teller

Learning by Doing Engaging Story Session Kickstart for the Day

Kum. Lithika Annareddy, 

I-A



Learn to Measure Comprehending Time Activity on Mask Making

Hands on Activity Teacher as Story Teller
Poster making on 

National Conservation day

Creating Paper Fan Artistic Creation

Events & Happenings

Class Party Time

Creative Corner

Mast. Riyan Mahapatra
I-A1

Kum. Aashriya Mamidi  
II-A1

Kum. Kavya Trivedi  
III-B

Mast. Adhrit Meghraj
- - - 



In Focus

“ FIELD TRIP ” 

To learn more about Community helpers, our primary students were taken on 

a field trip to a nearby post office. They were shown postal letters, various 

stamps, inland letters, and envelopes by the post master. 

The usage of all the above was then explained by their respective class 

teachers. The students also understood how letters are collected and 

delivered to their destinations. It was a valuable lesson for our seedlings. 

They were amazed at the various stamps that were on display at the post office

Exploring the Nuances at 

Post Office

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Skating shoes, that can be 

converted into normal school 

shoes when required

Watch that can detect and ring when 

we eat more junk food in a day than 

required

Robots that can cover potholes 

on the road overnight

Mobile van to collect leftover food 

from houses and distribute in 

orphanages

Idea Bank

Hurdle Race
Competition

Kum. Prachita 

II-B

Mast. S. Selva Ganapathy

II-A

Mast. Aayushman Mishra

I-A
Mast. S. Chandra Dabbara

III-B

Talkshow 
The Indian Culture

Talkshow 
The Indian Culture

Hurdle Race
Competition



Tete - e - Tete with our Parent

Did you notice any change in your child after    

he started attending physical classes?

Within a month of starting physical school, we 

noticed a great change in my child. The 

lessons and tasks provided by the teachers are 

quite beneficial for my child. He has developed 

great discipline and leadership qualities in him. 

I'm very satisfied with the progress of my child.

Do you have any suggestions or 

recommendations for us?

 We are very much happy for the efforts you are 

putting forth for our child's holistic 

development, Thanks to all the mentors.

Voice of a Teacher 
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Messages:

FROM THE DESK OF THE CENTER HEAD

Humanity is the purest form of human service. Caring for and assisting others 

whenever and wherever feasible is what it means. It is critical that we instil in our 

children the habit of demonstrating empathy and assisting people in need from an 

early age. We teach children how to communicate, walk, ride a bicycle, learn, and 

work. We teach about other cultures and traditions, but why don't we teach about the 

significance of humanity? Here are some practical ideas for instilling humanity in 

children:

1. Give them a plant or a pet to care for, and encourage them to do so. 

2. Request that they assist you with housework 

3. Serve as a role model

"How can we make a difference in the world?" One random act of kindness at a time.” – Morgan Freeman

Ms. Shanmugavalli Anisetty, 

Center Head - SPS (Uranus)

Ms. L. Geetha, 
Telugu Mentor 

Mrs. Prasanna Goje,
Parents of Mast. Bhuvik Goje, I-A1

in conversation with Hindi Mentor. 



Voice of a Student 

SAVE ENERGY SAVE THE WORLD

National Energy Conservation Day is observed on December 14th every year. 

Conserving energy is just one way we can help the environment and minimize the use 

of our energy resources. Turning off the lights when we leave the room, using LED lights,

unplugging appliances when they're not in use and walking instead of driving for short 

distances are a few changes which we have to adapt to for energy conservation in our 

daily life.

Events & Happenings

Community Helper World Pollution Prevention Day Comprehending the Concept of Mass

Talk about Road Safety Fish - Oragami Art Indian Navy Day

Engaging Story Session Christmas Celebration Santa Claus

Rainbow Making Learning Homophones Depicting Seasons 

Kum. Ronika Dasari

I-A2



Events & Happenings

Expressing Leaders Contribution New Year Class Party Free Hand Drawing

Christmas Celebrations Energy Conservation Day Know The Traffic Symbols

New Year Greeting Card Making Activity on Sinking and FloatingReading Phonogram

Creative CornerCreative CornerCreative Corner

Kum. Gaganasri Chilakalapudi
II-A2

Kum. Ch Rishitha 
III-A3

Kum. Raasya Madhu 
III-A3

Kum. Nishika Gadikota
III-A1



In Focus

“ TIMES EDUCATION EXCELLENCE AWARD” 

Pedagogy is the method by which teachers convey curriculum content in the 

classroom. The pedagogy used at our school is based on how the student 

learns and comprehends. Innovation and creativity, Inquiry based education, 

Learning in a collaborative environment are few instructional strategies and 

Pedagogical methods used  across all our campuses.

We are very pleased that The CREEK PLANET Schools have been named the 

BEST PEDAGOGY SCHOOLS in Hyderabad for the year 2021.

HOUSEWISE COMPETITIONS

Idea Bank

Use Reusable bags.

Avoidvehicles for 

short distance.

Use both sides of paper.

Share a book to needy.

Educating people in saving 

environment.

Conserve water.

Use less electricity, go for 

solar energy.

Save fuel for future generation.

Kum. Geetha Gayatri 
III-A2 Kum. Sahasra 

III-A1

Kum. Nishika 
III-A1

Kum. Ch. Rishitha 
III-A3

Hurdle Race
Competition

Talk Show 
The Indian Culture

Hurdle Race
Competition

Talk Show 
The Indian Culture

Excellence Award for 

Best Pedagogy



The Grand Inauguration of KALEIDOSCOPE

For admissions, Contact : 

The grand inauguration of Kaleidoscope (Auditorium) took place at Venus campus on 31st 
December 2021. A long cherished dream came true. The newly constructed ‘Kaleidoscope’, 
housed atop the main school building., where cultural and other school activities would be held 
uploading the light of truth and knowledge and fulfilling the real purpose of education.

Lighting the Lamp by Dignitaries Chairman Sri B. Seenaiah 
Inaugurating KALEIDOSCOPE

Enthralling Performances being 
Witnessed by Audience

Release of The Creek Gazeete

Choir Group Presentation Skit on the Journey of Covid
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